
Parties
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Privatised access for 3 hours
Tables and chairs
Clean-up

Space Rental
€350

Pricing

Over 15 children: €6 per child extra
Maximum capacity: 26 children



Privatised access for 3 hours
Tables and chairs 
Decoration of the space in theme of your choice
1 hour of guided activities

Playing games
Singing and dancing

Clean-up 

Over 15 children: €6 per child extra
Maximum capacity: 26 children

Package HIP
€475



Package HIP HIP
€675

Privatised access for 3 hours
Tables and chairs
Decoration of the space in theme of your choice
2 hours of guided activities 

Mini Disco with LED lighting
Artistic workshop with materials (in theme of the party)
Playing games

Surprise for every kid (bag of sweets given at the end of the party)
Birthday Cake (in theme of the party)
Light snack (Sandwiches, popcorn, cookies, fruits & juices)
Clean-up

 Over 15 children: €6 per child extra
Maximum capacity: 26 children



Package HIP HIP HURRAY
€850

Privatised access for 3 hours
Tables and chairs
Decoration of the space in theme of your choice
2 hours of guided activities

Mini Disco with LED lighting
Character in costume (brings cake/presents)
Playing games
Face Painting 

Surprise for every kid (bag of sweets)
Birthday Cake (in theme of the party)
Full Catering (Pizza, chicken nuggets, sandwiches,
popcorn, cookies, fruits, cacaolat & juices)
Clean-up 

Over 15 children: €6 per child extra
Maximum capacity: 26 children



Balloon Arrangements included in the packages

HIP
40 balloons

HIP HIP
80 balloons

HIP HIP HURRAY
125 balloons



Extras

Crepe Corner - €375 + VAT
Decorated crepe stand
2.5 hours of crepes (all you can eat) 
Transport, set-up and clean-up

Animation with character in costume (90 minutes): €150 
Presentation of the character on music
Dance together
Play games
Glitter Tattoo
Character brings cake and presents
Extra character: €100

Mini disco with LED lighting: €30  (30 minutes)
Basic animation (play games, sing and dance): €60/per hour
Facepainting: €65/per hour

Champagne wall: €150
Flower Wall: €250
Piñata: €50
Picnic Set-up: €250 for 2 tables

Themed and decorated tables with plates,
cups and goodie bags
Available themes: Safari, unicorn, prince,
princess, circus and spa

Some of these are external suppliers, and are
therefore depending on availability. 



Timings

From Monday to Friday:
17:00 - 20:00

Weekend and bank holidays:
11:00 - 14:00 OR
16:00 - 19:00

A deposit is made at the time
of booking. 

In case of canceling the party
less than 2 weeks before the

party date, the deposit cannot
be recovered.

 It is forbidden to bring
drinks for parents. All

drinks must be ordered in
our café.

Important information

The party will last 3 hours; 
In case you want to extend by

1 hour, there will be a €75
surcharge.

You can arrive 45 minutes
before the party to decorate
in case you want to do this

yourself.



Ballet
Cars

Circus
Frozen
Jungle

Jurassic parc
Mermaid

Mickey or Minnie
Paw Patrol

Pirates
Princess

Sam the fireman
Spiderman

Superheroes
Thomas and friends

Unicorn
Wild One

Themes



“If you want your children to be intelligent, read
them fairy tales. If you want them to be more

intelligent, read them more fairy tales”

- Einstein


